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Southern Sociological Society Comes to North Carolina
In early April, the Southern Sociological Society
(SSS) – the regional organization serving the
Southeastern United States and beyond – held
its 77th annual meeting in Charlotte. Overall,
the meeting was a resounding success, setting
several attendance records.
Leslie Hossfeld

CHAIR’S COLUMN

This has been a very exciting and fulfilling
academic year for our department. At the
beginning of the semester, we moved to Bear
Hall ending an over 30-year tradition of being
housed in the Social and Behavioral Science
Building. Our department has grown considerably over the years and we are now housed on
two floors of Bear Hall with beautiful views of
campus. The grounds surrounding Bear Hall
are much more established than our earlier
stomping grounds. The magnolias that grace
the front of Bear Hall are breathtaking this
spring and have been intoxicating -- indeed
I am enjoying their fragrance as I write
this column.
We are in our 42nd year as the Department of
Sociology and Criminology at the University
of North Carolina Wilmington and are
beginning to think about our 50th year
celebration in 2022! We have had a strong
presence on our campus over the years and
we certainly aren’t slowing down now as
evidenced in this newsletter!

The conference theme of “Poverty, Social Policy,
and the Role of the Sociologist” resonated well
with the society’s members. Conceived by Leslie
Hossfeld, SSS president and UNCW Department of Sociology and Criminology chair, the
theme brought together many of the concerns
of her research agenda by focusing on how
sociologists can contribute to regional economic
development as a means of alleviating poverty.
The final program covered a wide array of poverty’s manifestations and impacts, ranging from
the role of standardized college entrance exams
as a barrier to low-income students entering
college to examining how poverty is visualized.
Many sessions focused on not just describing
poverty, but what could be done to ameliorate
poverty. Panels, workshops and sessions over
the three-day conference examined how poverty
is measured, explored the recent recession as
an opportunity for altering poverty policy and
considered the need to rethink federal poverty
policy in the South. Many sessions highlighted
what sociologists have been doing to reduce
poverty in their own communities through
various community development projects. The
conference also hosted several workshops
geared towards gaining practical skills, such
as how to write for policymakers and how to
present research to the mass media.

We are very sad that two of our long-time
professors in our department, Diane Levy and
Lynne Snowden, have begun their phased
retirement process. We are lucky to have them
over the next three years, but soon they will be
Continued pg. 3
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Leslie Hossfeld (middle) flanked by UNCW
graduate students (left to right) LaQuana
Askew, Kristen Sumpter, Regina Cline and
Kristin Godwin.

UNCW was well represented in Charlotte,
including 16 faculty members, 10 current
graduate students and several former graduates.
In addition, UNCW was well represented within
the society’s administration and leadership.
In addition to Hossfeld serving as president of
the organization, Daniel Buffington served as
program committee chair where he was ably
assisted by UNCW graduate student Kristin
Godwin. UNCW faculty members Kristen Devall,
Yunus Kaya and Mike Maume also held positions
on the program committee, while graduate
student LaQuana Askew served in the role of
presidential aide. SSS president for 2014-15
will be David Maume, who, in addition to being
the first speaker in the department’s colloquium
speaker series back in 2009, is also the older
brother of Mike Maume.
The Southern Sociological Society is one of
the oldest and most prestigious sociological
professional organizations. It was founded
in 1935 by a group of sociologists concerned
with pressing issues facing the South, namely
poverty and racial inequality. The society has
over 1,000 members and meets annually
throughout the South to share sociological
research and praxis.
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Sociology Department Helps Screen
Documentary on Local Homelessness
Mote of Dust Films launched its tour of
community screenings across North Carolina
in April with social documentary Something
You Can Call Home, co-sponsored by the
Department of Sociology and Criminology,
the Department of Film Studies and School of
Social Work. The film takes an eye-opening
look at the changing face of homelessness in
America. United Kingdom-based filmmaker
Rebecca Kenyon began shooting the film in
Wilmington in the fall of 2012, spending time
with four individuals and families going
through a range of experiences.
With touches of dark humor and an intimate,
honest style, this film explores what is essential
for physical and emotional survival. Something
You Can Call Home had its world premiere at
the 2013 Cucalorus Film Festival in Wilmington,
where Kenyon was also a founding member of
the residency program. This program provides
space for filmmakers working in the community to receive support and expand their work.
So far self-funded, the film is also a fiscally
sponsored project of the Southern Documentary Fund.
The documentary follows people living in
Wilmington who experience homelessness.
Former business owner Vince has slept under
a stairwell in a parking garage for the past
year. After aging out of foster care, charismatic
student Jerome lives in a tent under a bridge.
Melody is an educated ex-Marine and single
mother of two, who lost her local government
job and now fights imminent foreclosure. Karen,

her two small boys and feisty daughter,
Chemaiyah, escaped domestic violence to
move between different church shelters
every week. Some make the transition;
others fall deeper through the cracks.
Kenyon has shot two documentaries with her
independent company Mote of Dust Films,
and collaborated on several short and longerterm projects. P.N.G Style, a film made with
David Fedele about his solo journey through
Papua New Guinea, has been broadcast
and screened internationally and won Best
Documentary at 2010 Portobello Film Festival.
It Gets Better – West End was made with
Andrew Pepper as a response to bullying and
suicide amongst young people who identify
as LGBT. Most recently, she shot a short film
with United Kingdom-based Red Rose Chain to
raise awareness about mental health. The film
is currently being screened as part of a touring
popup theatre experience. Her documentary
Gallopers, which follows families who run
a vintage fairground in the United Kingdom,
will be completed late 2014.
“For me, good documentaries get to the
humanity of a story in a vibrant, instinctive
and accessible way,” Kenyon says. “They are
socially relevant but not issue driven. In my
films, I’m often drawn to ‘outsiders’ of some
kind and to subcultures. I like docs that share
the minutiae of life but resonate with greater
significance.”

Department Brings Art
Crime Expert To UNCW
Former FBI Special
Agent Robert
Wittman spoke to
a crowd of 200
people at Lumina
Theater on April
28. Wittman’s talk
focused on his
involvement in
investigating the
thefts of famous works of art in the U.S. and
abroad, including posing as an art dealer to
recover a Rembrandt self-portrait worth $35
million. According to Wittman, art crime is the
fifth most lucrative transnational crime.
Wittman, an art crime expert who founded the
FBI’s Art Crime Team in 2004, was personally
involved in recovering many valuable pieces of
art and antiquity, as documented in his book,
Priceless. Wittman joined the FBI as a special
agent initially working in property crimes, but
after solving and recovering stolen artifacts in
two separate museum robberies in Philadelphia,
Wittman was sent back to college by the FBI to
study art history. As the founder of the FBI’s Art
Crime Team, Wittman worked diligently and often
undercover to return works of art and antiquities.
A reviewer for the New York Times described
reading Wittman’s book Priceless as if an art
history textbook got mixed up at the printer with
a screenplay for The Wire.
In his 20 years with the FBI, he recovered more
than $250 million in stolen art and antiquities,
and has received numerous commendations
and awards for his investigative and recovery
efforts. After retiring from the FBI in 2008, Wittman founded Robert Wittman Inc., a security and
recovery firm that works with auction houses,
galleries and museums to protect their cultural
artifacts.
Wittman’s visit also included a book signing
session after his evening talk outside the
campus bookstore, as well as guest lectures to
criminology and art history classes earlier in the
day. Wittman’s talk was sponsored by the department and the Sociology and Criminology Club, as
well as the College of Arts and Sciences,
Academic Affairs, and the departments of
anthropology and art and art history. Wittman’s
visit was arranged by criminology professor
Mike Maume with the assistance of M.A.
graduate student Leanna Attias.
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UNCW Sociology and
Criminology Club

Ph.D. Candidate Presents Research
on Race in Evangelical Churches

The student officers and members of the Sociology and Criminology Club had another great
year filled with community engagement, guest
speakers, event co-sponsorship and an annual
visit to the Women’s Prison in Raleigh.

The UNCW Department of Sociology and
Criminology, in conjunction with the Upperman
African American Cultural Center, sponsored a
talk by Glenn Bracey on April 10. Titled “Race
Tests: Racial Boundary Maintenance in White
Evangelical Churches,” Bracey’s work drew
upon research from his dissertation which
utilized ethnographic data to examine the
barriers racial minorities face when attempting
to enter majority white evangelical churches.
In particular, his research discovered that minorities face two types of “race tests” - some
outright exclusionary, others allowing for inclusion but only under particular terms - in order
to be fully included in the church community.
As such, his research contributes to the much
broader sociological interest in how racially
segregated institutions are maintained in the
post-Civil Rights era where overt barriers have
become illegal and are largely frowned upon.

The students sponsored a book drive for the
Mothers and Their Children (MATCH) program
at the women’s prison, collecting and donating nearly 100 children’s books. The students
were also presented with the great opportunity
to continue their relationship with the New Hanover County Sheriff’s Office and volunteer for
the Make a Child Smile program that provides
children with holiday gifts, clothing and a meal
for the entire family for one night in December.
The students also co-sponsored the Robert
Wittman event led by criminology professor
Michael Maume.
Finally, club members said goodbye to outgoing
officers, including Tyler McCarty, president;
Kourtney Smalls-Van Slyke, vice president;
Mark Gundle, public relations; Allison Brown
and Michael Smith, Student Government Association. Thank you for your dedication to the
club! New officers for the upcoming year are
already busy at work planning events. They
are Wendy Austin, president; William (Garrett) McQueen, vice president; Nathan Fett,
treasurer; Michaela (Kayla) Simpson, secretary;
Hope Britt, public relations; and Brittany Hash,
public relations.

Glenn Bracey is a doctoral candidate at Texas
A&M, where he has worked with Joe Feagin,
former American Sociological Association
president and leading sociologist of race
relations. Bracey, a
Wilmington native,
will be in town for
the next few months
as he finishes up his
dissertation in
anticipation of
defending in the
summer of 2014.

Glenn Bracey discusses his research on
“Race Tests” in white evangelical churches.

UNCW Department of Sociology and Criminology
Welcomes Two New Faculty Members
The Department of Sociology and Criminology is pleased to announce the hiring of two new
professors who will join the department in the fall.
Jacob (Jake) Day joins us from Appalachian State University in Boone as an assistant professor
of criminology. In 2012, Day received his Ph.D. from North Carolina State University in sociology.
He brings with him a variety of research experience and interest focusing on criminal and juvenile
justice, quantitative research methods and social stratification.
Jennifer Vanderminden earned her Ph.D. from the University of New Hampshire in 2013, focusing
on maltreatment across childhood. Vanderminden has previous teaching experience while spending
the last year working as a research scientist at the Crimes against Children Research Center at UNH.
She will join our department as an assistant professor of sociology and her past teaching interests
include introduction to sociology, research methods and statistics.
The Department of Sociology and Criminology look forward to getting to know our new faculty
members and we are very excited to have them here at UNCW!
CHAIR’S COLUMN continued from cover.

Lt. Novella Frieslander (center) and Carrie
Buist (far right), faculty advisor, are pictured
with club members and students (from
left to right) Sam Johnson, Taylor Fowler,
Brittany Hash, Regina Cline, Kendal
Thomas and Tyler McCarty.

saying a final farewell after so many wonderful
years here at UNCW. We are welcoming two
new faculty members this fall: Jacob Day in
criminology and Jennifer Vanderminden in sociology, and we are very excited about their decision to join our department. We look forward to
working with them over the years to come.
As you read through this newsletter, you will
learn all about what we have been doing this
past year. As you will see, there is an abundance
of activity in our department with our faculty

and students, including our outreach and scholarly engagement work in the community. The
sociology and criminology department is committed to the mission and vision of the College
of Arts and Sciences that focuses on “serving
the betterment of the region, state, nation and
world.” I am always impressed by the quality and
quantity of our department’s scholarly engagement. I think you will be too!
Leslie Hossfeld, Ph.D.
Chair
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Interview with

Jill Waity

Faculty and Students Present
at the 2014 NCCJA Meeting
in Raleigh

Several students and faculty from the department attended
and presented papers at the North Carolina Criminal Justice
Association’s (NCCJA) Annual Meeting
February in Raleigh. This year’s meeting theme was “Crime,
Justice, and Social Control: An Interdisciplinary Approach.”

Q: Where were you prior to taking this position at UNCW?
A: I was at Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana, finishing up my Ph.D.
Q: How would you describe your first year in Wilmington?
A: It has been great. I am glad to be settled into my new office in Bear Hall after
spending only a few months in S&B. I have had a great bunch of students in my
classes this year. I feel very fortunate to have joined such a wonderful department.
Q: What have you enjoyed most about your move to Wilmington and to UNCW?
A: The warm weather and the beach. Even though we had a relatively bad winter for
Wilmington, it was a big change from the cold and snowy winters I was used to in
Indiana. Being able to run outside without freezing all winter was great. I love living
so close to the beach too! I try to go as often as I can to run the loop or walk on the
beach. What I enjoy most about the university specifically has been the great faculty
and staff, especially in our department, who have made me feel welcomed and a part
of the UNCW community.
Q: What research projects were you involved in this past year?
A: I am in the process of turning chapters from my dissertation into articles for
publication. My dissertation research included analyzing food insecurity and food
assistance usage using survey data, mapping the location of food assistance agencies
using GIS and conducting in-depth interviews with food assistance agencies in Indiana. I am currently expanding this research to North Carolina. I am also collaborating
with Leslie Hossfeld on several grants related to food insecurity and food access.

Graduate student Regina Cline presented a paper titled,
“Watchful Eyes: Health Inspectors’ Account of Labor Trafficking Situations,” which was based on her recently completed
MA internship thesis. Graduate student Christina Foster
also presented her research titled, “A Warden’s Perspective:
Explaining the Structural Effects of Juvenile Detention Centers
on the Behaviors of Detained Youth. Chardon Murray ’13MA
presented a paper titled, “Radical Choices: Toward a Typology
of Homegrown Islamist Terrorism.”
Carrie Buist chaired a session titled, “Educational Assessments and Organizational Strategies,” which included her
presentation on undergraduate student clubs at the university level. Her co-presenter, Tyler McCarty, is the outgoing
president of UNCW’s Sociology and Criminology Club. Finally,
criminology professor Mike Maume, with co-authors Christina
Lanier, associate professor of criminology, and graduate
student Brian Pitman, presented “Neighborhood Correlates of
Homicide in southeastern North Carolina.”
Maume was also honored as the outgoing president of the
NCCJA. For more information about the NCCJA, visit
www.nccja.org.
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Social Documentary Film Screens in New Venues
It’s A Girl Thing: Tween Queens and the
Commodification of Girlhood is a 58-minute
documentary film that uses expert interviews,
historical research, animated reenactments and
found footage to critically explore the evolution
of the tween market. The film was directed by
Shannon Silva, an associate professor of film
studies, and produced and written by Silva
and film studies assistant professor Andre Silva
and Donna King, professor of sociology and
criminology.

Association for Consumer Research North
American conference in Chicago and the
semi-annual Child and Teen Consumption Conference held this year in Edinburgh, Scotland.

The film was an official entry at over a dozen
film festivals in the U.S. and Canada. It won
Best Social Documentary Award at the
Philadelphia Independent Film Festival in 2012.
Silva and King have screened the film for local
community groups. In 2013, they organized
a two-day public “Girlhood” event at UNCW
in conjunction with the College of Arts and
Sciences, the Women’s Studies and Resource
Center, the Watson College of Education and
the film studies and sociology and criminology departments. This event included a public
screening followed by a Q&A session with
King, Andre Silva and UNCW faculty members
Mariana Johnson and Meghan Sweeney.
Johnson, an assistant professor of film studies,
and Sweeney, an associate professor of
English, were featured experts in the film.

“In Chicago and Edinburgh, we had an
international audience of marketing and
child scholars and the reactions were
decidedly mixed,” King says.

This year, King screened the film in several new
venues, including the Southern Sociological
Society annual meeting in Charlotte, the

“It’s been interesting to see different
reactions the film gets depending on the
venue,” King says.
Sociologists, parents and teachers tend to
respond with appreciation and concern about
the aggressive marketing to girls.

Some international scholars were shocked at
the unregulated media environment aimed at
children that the film depicts. Others wanted
to see more children’s perspectives in the film
and more concrete suggestions for parents
and teachers.
“It’s always a good idea to take your
message outside your comfort zone,” King
acknowledges. “We learn a lot from talking
with diverse groups. That’s how we keep
growing as scholars and can become more
effective as activists for social change.”
King’s next stop will be Yokohama, Japan in
July, where she’ll screen the film at the XVIII
World Congress of the International
Sociological Association.

AKD Holds Inaugural
Induction Ceremony
The Department of Sociology and Criminology
held its first induction ceremony for new
members of Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD) and Alpha
Phi Sigma (APS) on April 11. Membership in
these honor societies requires a GPA of 3.5 in
their disciplines. Students were congratulated
for their successes. They are life-long members
of these organizations.
In addition to the induction, Glenn Bracey
(Texas A & M) gave a talk titled “Ethical
Ambition,” which addressed the passion we
bring to the study of sociology and criminology
and remembering to carry that through one’s
career. This was the first of what will become
an annual event for AKD/APS inductions.

It’s a Girl Thing, a documentary co-produced
and written by faculty member Donna King,
has been shown in several different film
festivals around the world
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PUBLIC SOCIOLOGY
NEWS
Undergraduate Public Sociology

Graduate Public Sociology

The UNCW Public Sociology program completed
its seventh successful year with 14 students,
the largest cohort of students to date. The
program consists of a two-semester sequence
of courses where students design and conduct
research that is relevant to the local community. In addition, they complete 160 hours of internship time with local service providers within
the community. Students completed internship
hours with the Wilmington Housing Authority
(WHA) Choice Neighborhoods program, the
afterschool program at Rankin Terrace, the Hillcrest Reading Program, DREAMS of Wilmington,
the Domestic Violence Shelter and Services,
Inc., the Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) and the
Wilmington Ten Foundation for Social Justice.

The five graduate public sociology students
enrolled in the Public Sociology Seminar
completed unique projects in collaboration with
local service providers in New Hanover and
Pender counties.

This year, the program’s focus was on assessing the impact of the 2013 North Carolina
Voter Information Verification Act (VIVA) on New
Hanover County residents’ access to voting. The
study, “Building Community Capacity through
Increasing Accessing to Voting,” began with
a comprehensive summary of the history of
voting rights laws within the United States and
a review of the scholarly literature on access to
voting. Next, students grounded their research
and engagement in Robert Chaskin’s work on
building community capacity. Students developed a survey to assess residents’ knowledge
and perceptions of the VIVA, as well as gathered
demographic information from respondents.
Students submitted their proposal to the UNCW
Institutional Review Board (IRB) for review and
were given clearance to conduct the study
and administered surveys face-to-face to
New Hanover County residents and students
at UNCW and Cape Fear Community College
(CFCC). A total of 238 surveys were completed,
which were then entered into an SPSS data
file and analyzed using univariate and bivariate
statistical techniques. The students found that
the majority of respondents were unaware of
the changes in voting requirements.

Melody Whitley worked with the Pender County
Migrant Education Program to develop a data
collection and analysis plan and database for
their participants DIBELS testing information.
Krissy Godwin partnered with the Food Bank of
Central and Eastern North Carolina to illustrate
the existence of low transportation access and
food deserts, as well as United States Census
information in relation to Food Bank partner
agencies through the use of GIS mapping.
Casey Errante partnered with the local Habitat
for Humanity to survey and interview residents
in the Prices Lane neighborhood about their
overall satisfaction with the local neighborhood,
their Habitat-constructed home and areas
of concern.
Kelley Griffin worked with the UNCW Admissions and Financial Aid offices to establish a
program that would assist and mentor students
in three categories: children exiting the foster
care system, children deemed orphans and/or
wards of the state. Brandon Bell worked with
the UNCW Office of Student Leadership and
Engagement to administer a survey to UNCW
students that focuses on leadership skills and
civic engagement. In addition, Bell analyzed the
data gathered from this survey and made recommendations for areas of focus in the future.
Both the undergraduate and graduate public
sociology students presented their research
findings at the Public Sociology Annual Community Breakfast and Research Symposium on
May 1 in the Madeline Suite. This event was
well-attended by community residents, local
community partners as well as UNCW faculty,
staff and students.

Food Day 2013
Another Huge Success!
Kristen Sumpter, M.A. Public Sociology
Feast Down East Coordinator
Every year, Feast Down East organizes
Food Day, a nationwide celebration of and
movement toward more healthy, affordable
and sustainable food, culminating in a day of
action on Oct. 24.
Food Day Wilmington 2013 sought to bring
students, faculty, government officials and the
general public closer to the goal of strengthening and unifying the food movement in order to
improve our nation’s food policies. The daylong
event was held on UNCW’s campus and at Tidal
Creek Co-op with educational workshops, a
kale-eating competition, local food tastings, an
“I Eat Real” photo booth and the screening of
the documentary, A Place at the Table. Over
100 individuals, 13 partnering organizations
and city and county officials came out and
enjoyed the celebration. Mark Oct. 24 on your
calendar because Food Day Wilmington 2014
will be an event you will not want to miss!
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UNCW Hosts Third Annual
Taking The Pulse On
Poverty In Southeastern
North Carolina Conference

and UNCW family had the opportunity to experience one of the most exciting and entertaining
local food events of the year. The turnout was
incredible, with tickets selling out within weeks.
The elegant, yet comfortable, affair began
with cocktails and silent auction in the grand
main plantation house. The specialty cocktail, Carolina Bourbon infused with Ivanhoe
Farms blueberries, was an instant hit. The
evening continued under the tent with gourmet
tapas-style dinner and desserts prepared by
renowned chefs Keith Rhodes of Catch, James
Doss of Rx and Pembroke’s, Jessica Cabo of
Cam Café, Brent Poteat of 22 North, Craig Love
of Surf House Carolina Beach, Nick Votel of
9 Bakery and Ryan Andress and Jon Michael
Rehm of UNCW Campus Dining. Their culinary
creations were made using locally grown or
raised ingredients. The open bars featured
quality local beer, wine and coffees. Guests
rocked to the music of L Shape Lot in the barn,
while others meandered about the grounds
enjoying conversation with old friends and new
acquaintances.

More than 100 attendees learned about hunger
in the region at the annual Taking the Pulse on
Poverty in Southeastern North Carolina Conference. Tazra Mitchell, policy analyst at the N.C.
Budget and Tax Center, a project of the N.C.
Justice Center, shared her expertise on food
insecurity and food justice using national and
state-level data.
Jill Waity, assistant professor of sociology,
provided food insecurity findings based on
data from southeastern North Carolina. The
two research presentations were followed by
panelists who provided examples from their
applied work in the region. Panelists included
Erin O’Donnell, M.A. candidate in public
sociology at UNCW and coordinator of the
Feast Down East Food Sovereignty Program,
along with Joan Johnson, Feast Down East
Rankin Terrace Food Sovereignty Program
resident coordinator, who discussed the
work of Feast Down East in a low income
community in Wilmington.
Two other panelists, Emily Kraft and Krystal
Butler, both of the Food Bank of Central
and Eastern North Carolina, shared their
experiences in the region addressing food
insecurity and hunger. New Hanover County
Commissioner Jonathan Barfield made a
proclamation designating March as Poverty
Awareness Month.
Food insecurity is a measure of food
deprivation in the United States and is of
particular importance to North Carolina, whose
food insecurity rate is 17 percent, the fifth
highest in the nation, well above the U.S.
average of 14.5 percent. North Carolina’s food
insecurity rate increased greatly, 4.7 percent,
as a result of the recession, and it still has not
subsided to pre-recession levels. Many areas
in southeastern North Carolina are considered
food deserts. The food insecure relies on
different strategies to achieve food security,
including using government assistance
programs, charitable food assistance or
sending their children elsewhere for meals.
“Southeastern North Carolina has a
longstanding tradition of high, persistent
poverty,” said Leslie Hossfeld, conference cocoordinator and chair of the Department

of Sociology and Criminology. “Finding
solutions to poverty in our region, including
access to healthy, affordable food, is of critical
importance as we try to grow and build healthy,
vibrant communities that benefit all
North Carolinians.”
Earl Sheridan, co-coordinator and chair of
UNCW’s Public and International Affairs
Department, said, “This conference is an
attempt to shine a light on the issue of poverty
in our area and how it has been affected by
the recession. Too often issues of poverty are
not a part of public discourse.”
UNCW Sociology of Poverty students, under
the direction of Assistant Professor Jill Waity,
also presented their research findings on food
insecurity in Wilmington neighborhoods. The
conference is co-sponsored annually by UNCW
Department of Sociology and Criminology and
Public and International Affairs.

Raise the Barn generated much needed funds
to support the various programs of Feast Down
East and brought the organization closer to its
goal of purchasing a refrigerated delivery truck.
Feast Down East aims to connect limitedresource farmers with markets and increase
access to healthy local farm food in all socioeconomic communities in the southeastern
North Carolina. A refrigerated truck will help
the program expand its reach and enable the
organization to better serve our community.
The event was sponsored by UNCW and the
Pender and New Hanover County farm bureaus,
in partnership with Poplar Grove Plantation and
the Delta Chi fraternity. The 2nd Annual Raise
the Barn is planned for March 21, 2015.

Raise The Barn In
Support Of Local Farms
Feast Down East, Southeastern North Carolina
Food Systems Program, held its first fundraising event on March 22. Raise the Barn,
Wilmington’s premier farm dinner and benefit in
support of local farms and fisheries, took place
on the picturesque grounds of historic Poplar
Grove Plantation in Wilmington. The community

Participants in FDE’s Raise the Barn
fundraiser walk the grounds of Poplar
Grove Plantation.
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Feast Down East Connects Low-Income
Residents with Limited-Resource Farmers
and Fresh, Healthy Food
By Erin Zanders, Program Associate for Communications, North Carolina Community Development Initiative

Low-income residents living in Wilmington public housing traveled to Sampson County in
August to meet one of the rural, limited-resource farmers that grows the food they buy each
week at Feast Down East’s Rankin Terrace Fresh Market.
Feast Down East, a recipient of the Initiative’s 2012
Innovation Fund grant, is a nonprofit economic and
community development initiative created to address
the massive job loss and persistent high poverty in
southeastern North Carolina. Its programs focus on
creating a fully integrated local food system by helping
small and limited-resource farmers gain access to
markets, such as restaurants, grocers, schools and
hospitals, and by connecting local residents to local,
healthy food.

Farmer Curtis Cummings

Feast Down East, through a partnership with the Wilmington
addresses the audience.
Housing Authority, developed the Rankin Terrace Fresh Market
to provide local, healthy food options to low-income residents
each week. The neighborhood is a designated food desert but, in the last year, the market has
provided Rankin Terrace residents with access to 65 varieties of fruits and vegetables from 27
different local farmers. Over 1,900 pounds of fresh foods were purchased by residents living in
the community.
“The Rankin Terrace community actively participates in improving their access to healthy
foods, through the development of a Leadership Corps, nutrition education and empowerment,”
said Erin O’Donnell, food sovereignty coordinator for Feast Down East. “Residents were able
to meet with farmers who grow their food and participate in a gleaning, where they harvested
surplus crops that the farmer could not take to market.”
Farmer Curtis Cummings gave the residents of Rankin Terrace a tour of his farm and discussed
his plans for the fall harvest. Cummings shared his story and spoke about the challenges of
farming and growing organic crops. The residents had an opportunity to tell Cummings which
fall vegetables they most look forward to seeing at their farmer’s market, and then they
enjoyed a lunch made from local ingredients.
Cummings utilizes Feast Down East’s resources to help grow and build sustainability for
his farm. In the past, he has participated in educational workshops to become a more
resourceful farmer and helped develop a cooperative of African American Organic Farmers.
Feast Down East provides packing and delivery of Cummings’s harvest through its
processing and distribution initiative in Burgaw, which connects him with chefs, grocery
stores and consumers, including the Rankin Terrace Community.
“[Through the tour], consumer and grower were able to connect and better understand the
other’s situation and challenges,” said O’Donnell. “The goal of this project is to create a more
integrated, vibrant, strong food system in which everyone has a place at the table.”
For more information on Feast Down East, visit www.feastdowneast.org.
The N.C. Community Development Initiative leads North Carolina’s collaborative community
economic development effort, driving innovation, investment and action to create prosperous,
sustainable communities. For more information, visit www.ncinitiative.org.

Feast Down East Holds
4th Annual Regional
Conference on Local
Foods
The 4th Annual Feast Down East Local Food Conference drew nearly 300 people to the Burney Center at
UNCW campus on Feb. 6. This year’s theme focused
on engaging government and community agencies in
the local food movement.
“We need our government leaders and community
stakeholders to recognize the potential impact a
strong local food system can have on a region’s
economy,” explained Leslie Hossfeld, co-founder
and executive director of Feast Down East. Marcia
Caton Campbell, executive director for the Center
for Resilient Cities, was the keynote speaker.
She shared her expertise on urban and regional
planning and its role in building resilient community
food systems.
The day-long conference included a variety of
workshops for farmers, would-be farmers, chefs,
food buyers, foodies, local food advocates,
gardeners, public health professionals, urban and
regional planners, non-profits and government
leaders. One of the highlights of the conference
was the Feast Down East Agrarian Stewardship
Award presentation. Last year’s winners, Margaret
Shelton of Shelton Herb Farm and Chef Tripp Engel
of Brasserie du Soleil, passed the torch to the next
farmer and chef who were voted in as those in their
craft who support, in an exceptional way, the work
of Feast Down East and our local farm communities.
This year’s winners were farmer Stephan Hartmann
of Black River Organics and chef James Doss of Rx
and Pembrokes.
UNCW Campus Dining and executive chef Ryan
Andress outdid themselves once again sourcing
local foods grown by Feast Down East farmers for
the all-day event. Feast Down East director Jane
Steigerwald affirmed that this year’s conference
was another “resounding success.”
Feast Down East, also known as the Southeastern
North Carolina Food Systems Program (SENCFS),
was established in early 2007 to join public and
private agencies together to create a local and
regional food system that supports local farmers;
increase the sales of local farm products; educate
consumers and the public on the importance of
‘buying local’; and sustain and expand farm
employment, profit, and ownership, particularly
among limited-resource farmers. UNCW Department
of Sociology is the lead agent for SENCFS. Feast
Down East operates a USDA designated Food Hub.
For more information on how to get involved, visit
www.feastdowneast.org.
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USDA Strikeforce Initiative Kicks Off in Burgaw
By Linda O’Leary Riesch, USDA/Pender-New Hanover Farm Service Agency
On May 5, Town of Burgaw Commissioner
Wilfred L. “Red” Robbins welcomed a group
of about 80 people to the Historic Train Depot
on behalf of Mayor Eugene Mulligan, who was
unable to attend. The event marked the rollout
of the USDA Southeastern North Carolina StrikeForce initiative, “StrikeForce for Rural Growth
and Opportunity,” hosted by Feast Down East, a
non-profit rural economic development program
and a StrikeForce partner. The speakers and
attendees included USDA agencies, faculty,
students and administrators from UNCW and
Feast Down East, area businesses, local elected
officials, farmers and the general public.
The focus for the national StrikeForce initiative,
established in 2010 by USDA Agriculture
Secretary Tom Vilsack, is to help develop
programs and partnerships to assist persistent
poverty communities and underserved
populations in rural America. USDA StrikeForce
has initiatives in 20 states and more than
700 counties. North Carolina was added as
a USDA StrikeForce state in 2013. The USDA
Farm Service Agency (FSA) is the lead agency
coordinating North Carolina StrikeForce
activities for 2014.
Here are a few of the highlights from the
presentations:
Former Congressman Bob Etheridge, who is

now state executive director for the North
Carolina USDA Farm Service Agency, gave an
overview of this new initiative and how it will
positively impact our rural communities and
farmers. This year, the North Carolina StrikeForce Advisory Committee is led by USDA Farm
Service Agency, and includes USDA’s Rural
Development, Natural Resources Conservation
Service and Risk Management agencies on the
StrikeForce advisory board.
Leslie Hossfeld, chair and professor of sociology
at UNCW and executive director of Feast Down
East, gave an overview of Feast Down East’s
impact across eastern North Carolina. Earlier
this year, Hossfeld was appointed to serve on
the StrikeForce Advisory Board by Etheridge.
Hossfeld explained that Feast Down East was
established in 2007 to join public and private
agencies together to create a food system
network that supports our local small-scale
farmers, help them build and sustain their
farms, and connect them with local markets
and other buyers. As a result, 73 farm-related
jobs have been created in the 11 southeastern
N.C. counties who participate in Feast Down
East. “The program changes lives and creates
healthier communities,” she said.
Jimmy Smith of Four County Electric Cooperative talked of the challenges and losses area

Department of Sociology
and Criminology Receives
Faculty Fellowship in
Community Engagement
The Margaret Devereux Lippitt Rorison Faculty
Fellowship in Community Engagement was
created this year as an endowment of the University of North Carolina Wilmington. Margaret
L. “Peg” Rorison established the endowment
in memory of her lovely, charming, considerate
and caring mother, Margaret Devereux, known
as MarDev. She was creative and artistic, used
her talents in generous, thoughtful ways and
was much-loved. The endowment will fund a
faculty fellowship in the Department of Sociology and Criminology in a public sociologyrelated discipline. Leslie Hossfeld, chair of the
department and professor of sociology, is the
first recipient of this generous fellowship.

Peg Rorison with M.A. candidate
Erin O’Donnell

Some say it was serendipity, but it was actually
through a mutual friend that Rorsion reached
out to Hossfeld last year to learn more about
Hossfeld’s work on poverty alleviation and
food insecurity. A loving friendship developed
between Hossfeld and Rorison and the two
later learned they share mutual concerns for
their community.

farmers have had to deal with – loss or reduction of major turkey, swine and grape contracts
to name a few – and their long-term impact to
the farmers, employees and the communities of
southeast North Carolina.
According Etheridge, many of North Carolina’s
StrikeForce counties are located east of I-95,
which are some of the poorest in the nation.
He cited many of the challenges and concerns
facing eastern North Carolina farmers and their
communities, and how important the StrikeForce
initiative is to this region. To date, he said, the
46 counties of the USDA North Carolina StrikeForce initiative have a total of 20 community
partners and continue to expand with
innovative resources.
Etheridge said the collaboration between the
USDA and partners such as Feast Down East
play an important role in rural communities.
With such strong StrikeForce programs,
Etheridge said, “Farmers can find a way on a
small scale to have an impact on a large scale.”
He stated that through such community-based
programs, “If you give people hope; if you give
people help; and you give people resources;
you can make a difference.”
Delicious canapés featuring locally-sourced
foods from Feast Down East farmers, prepared
by UNCW Campus Dining chefs, were served at
the reception following the program.
For more information about the USDA StrikeForce
initiative and Feast Down East, contact your
county USDA FSA office (910.259.9123 ext. 2) or
Feast Down East (www.feastdowneast.org).
Rorsion’s friendship with Terri McDermott in
the UNCW Office of Advancement led to the
creation of this important fellowship for the
department and ultimately this incredible gift
to support the work that Hossfeld does in the
community. Erin O’Donnell, a M.A. candidate,
was selected to work with Hossfeld on a food
insecurity and food sovereignty project benefiting low income neighborhoods in Wilmington.
O’Donnell and Hossfeld have worked with Rorison over the past year sharing their research
findings and community engagement activities
at the Feast Down East Rankin Terrace Fresh
Market in Wilmington.
Rorison’s generous contribution to the
department makes this research and
community outreach possible and, more
importantly, makes a difference in people’s
lives. We are extremely grateful to Rorison for
her kindness and care for the community.
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A Sunny Moment on the South Lawn:
Foodcorps at The White House Kitchen Garden
By Tim Williams, FoodCorps Service Member with Feast Down East

Feast Down East Youth Corps Service Member Tim Williams is pictured (second row, first on left) at the
White House garden with First Lady Michelle Obama. Photo courtesy of Eddie Gehman Kohan/Obama Foodorama

Morning clouds and cool air gave way to bright sun and blue skies on
April 2. As we stood anxiously awaiting the First Lady to come down from
the White House that afternoon, I reflected on the significance of this
event. What a moment for FoodCorps. The cumulative efforts of hundreds
of service members over two and half years and the tireless work of staff,
fellows and supervisors have brought affirmation to an organization that
truly embodies the grassroots spirit of the food movement. A group of
people so deeply committed to our children, our health and the future of
this great country. The ascending feelings of gratitude and appreciation
were nearly breathtaking.
FoodCorps is a nationwide team of leaders dedicated to changing our
children’s relationship with healthy food. Teaching kids about what healthy
food is and where it comes from, building and tending school gardens,
and bringing high quality local food into public school cafeterias are the
pillars upon which FoodCorps members serve. With the support of local
non-profit, Feast Down East, I have had the incredible opportunity to work
towards these goals here in southeastern North Carolina. Last month, I
was invited to represent FoodCorps at the 6th Annual White House Kitchen
Garden Planting. Thirty elementary school students, six Food Corps service members and the four founders of FoodCorps stood in awe as First
Lady Michelle Obama greeted us in her garden.
Certainly, there was no better place to be on that early spring day. The
South Lawn at the White House was immaculate: freshly spread mulch,
newly planted trees, 20 trillion blades of grass equal in both length and
color. Most impressive of all were the children representing their schools;
completely enamored with the opportunity to be present on this special

day. So thrilled and jubilant, a fourth grade student nearly forgot the
consequence of drinking water in excessive amounts. This is why we
do the work we do; giving children unforgettable experiences with food,
with gardening, with the optimism and excitement brought on by each
new season.
Facilitating this experience for each of us was the First Lady of Gardening,
Michelle Obama.
Her warm generosity spread across the garden like the glorious rays
of the new spring sun. She has been a prolific pioneer in the field of
children’s health and serves as one of the most inspiring urban
gardeners of our time. Quite the garden she grows, and the example
she’s set has motivated thousands of school and home gardens across
the country. The First Lady’s emphasis on bringing children into the
garden, bringing the farm to school, has catalyzed a food systems revival;
empowering our youth towards self-sufficiency, understanding and
re-growing a food system that is recognizable and of which our youth
have ownership.
Standing alongside the First Lady, FoodCorps co-founders and service
members and the collective of young students brought so much joy into
my heart. Heralding in the spring growing season and the efforts of farm
to school activists around the country has been a peak moment in my
young career. I will take the honor of being a FoodCorps service member,
a White House gardener, emblazon it onto my sleeve and wear it with
pride and hope. Proud to stake claim to both experiences and hopeful
this is just the beginning for me and the bourgeoning farm to school
movement of which I am part.
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Public Sociology and Public Criminology – Cluster
Studies and Scholarly Engagement At UNCW
The Department of Sociology and Criminology
has a long-standing commitment to scholarly
engagement in the region. We have developed
a strong public sociology and public criminology cluster in the department and are fortunate
to have leading scholars in the field working
with students and community in tackling
critical social issues in the region. Meet some
of the faculty and students engaged in this
exciting work:
Kim Cook, professor of sociology. Cook is
developing a public sociology/public criminology project called “The Aftermath Working
Group,” which is intended to launch a statewide conversation about the impact of wrongful
convictions on exonerees, victims/survivors,
their family members and subsequent victims
of actual offenders. We aim to host a conference next year and begin developing aftermath
services for people impacted.
Kristen DeVall and Christy Lanier, associate
professors of sociology. DeVall and Lanier are
actively engaged in public sociology and public
criminology. Their work focuses on assisting
agencies and programs in the areas of grant
writing and program evaluation. Recently, DeVall and Lanier along with Darrell Irwin, associate professor of criminology, have begun work
on evaluating the New Hanover Drug Treatment Court to assess the effectiveness of this
problem-solving court in reducing recidivism
and improving participants’ quality of life. They
recently completed, along with criminology
professor Mike Maume, a statewide evaluation
of the N.C. Treatment Accountability for Safer
Communities (TASC) program for Coastal Horizons Center, Inc. This project investigated the
impact of the program on criminal recidivism
among TASC graduates and those who were
unsuccessfully discharged. DeVall and Lanier
have also worked closely with the Wilmington
Housing Authority to assess the needs of public
housing residents and the needs of the local
community to assist in the development of
a comprehensive strategy and plan for their
Choice Neighborhoods grant proposal.
They received a 2014 College of Arts and Sciences Summer Curriculum Development Award
to develop a public criminology undergraduate
course and a 2014 Center for Teaching Excellence Summer Pedagogy Award to create a set

of public criminology course modules.
The course will provide students a unique
opportunity to engage in their community
while the public criminology modules will allow
faculty to bring public criminology into any
course within the department’s curriculum. The
course and the modules will greatly enhance
students’ research methods, theoretical, data
analysis and writing skills as well as provide
them with the opportunity to disseminate
research beyond the academy.
Kelly Griffin, M.A. graduate student. Through
conducting a needs assessment and analyzing
her findings, Griffin is developing a program
that would offer assistance and mentoring to
three categories of incoming UNCW students:
foster children, orphans and wards of the state.
The proposed assistances and services would
include assistance with the UNCW Application
for Admission; assistance with the FASFA Form
and applying for UNCW Financial Aid; and oneon-one mentoring during the first two years of
their UNCW career. In addition to offering these
services of mentoring and assisting with the
application process, Griffin hopes to find ways
to get these populations of students involved
in positive activities within the UNCW and the
Wilmington communities.
Leslie Hossfeld, professor of sociology.
Hossfeld oversees an extensive regional
economic development project focused on
poverty alleviation through a local food systems
movement called the Southeastern North
Carolina Food Systems Program, also known
as Feast Down East. Her work encompasses
11 counties in southeastern North Carolina and
engages community partners ranging from
North Carolina Cooperative Extension agents
in all 11 counties to city and regional planners,
elected officials, non-profits and grassroots
organizations. The expansive project also
includes faculty and researchers from neighboring institutions, including UNC-Pembroke,
Fayetteville State University, Eastern Carolina
University, Brunswick Community College, NC
State University, North Carolina A&T University
and University of Mount Olive. Key local partners include Wilmington Housing Authority and
the Blue Ribbon Commission. Undergraduate
and graduate students from UNCW and partner
institutions conduct research with Hossfeld and

publish their findings in peer-reviewed journal
articles, as well as ensuring their research
targets and addresses critical need in the
region. Hossfeld founded the Public Sociology
program at UNCW in 2005.
John Rice, associate professor of sociology.
Rice was instrumental in creating the Hillcrest
Reading Program, a public sociology project
that seeks to address the enduring racial
achievement gap in reading scores among
black and white students in New Hanover
County. Rice trains UNCW graduate and
undergraduate students to work as tutors in
effective, hands-on reading instruction oneon-one with children – primarily, kindergarten
through second grade – between two to four
hours two afternoons a week. Employing
standard pre- and post-test experimental
design, the data collected over the past six
years have shown that virtually all of the
children with whom the reading program has
worked, achieve or come close to achieving
grade-level reading proficiency by the time they
complete the program. Findings are shared
annually with participants, at local school board
meetings and in peer-reviewed journal articles.
Jill Waity, assistant professor of sociology.
Waity’s sociology of poverty students conducted a semester-long community mapping
activity funded through an ETEAL supported
pedagogy initiative. They mapped the
community resources, especially focusing on
food access and education and youth programs
in two Wilmington neighborhoods as well as
in neighboring Burgaw. They presented their
research at the Taking the Pulse on Poverty
Conference and the Public Sociology Breakfast
Symposium. Waity’s research focuses on
poverty and food insecurity and she has shared
her research at Food Day, Taking the Pulse
on Poverty Conference and at the Southern
Sociological Society Annual Meeting. This
summer, with the assistance of graduate
student Casey Errante, Waity will be mapping
the location of food pantries and soup kitchens
in North Carolina and conducting interviews
with a sample of the agencies and will share
these results with the public in an effort to
address food insecurity needs in the region.
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Our New Alumni

ALUMNI NEWS
Brandon Bell ’11
B.A. in public sociology

Brandon received his M.Ed. in higher
education this spring and will begin the CAPS
program in the fall. He was also elected to be
the equity and inclusion member at large for the
North Carolina College Personnel Association
(NCCPA) where he will coordinate aspects of
equity and inclusion.

Jan Brewington ’13
M.A. in public sociology

Jan was hired as the coordinator for the
Parents as Teachers program run by Smart Start
of New Hanover County in Wilmington.

Hillary Geen ’13
M.A. in public sociology

Hillary works as a research assistant for Credo, a
higher education consulting firm.

Amanda Long
B.A. in criminal justice ’06
M.A. in criminology ’09

Amanda has accepted a position as a financial
crimes analyst with Wells Fargo in Charlotte.

Collin McColskey-Leary ’13
M.A. in criminology

Collin was hired as the research and evaluation
specialist for Communities in Schools (CIS) of
North Carolina based in Raleigh.

Kayla (nee Picotte) Sauls ’12
M.A. in criminology

Kayla is a research assistant with the
Carolina Population Center.

Amanda Smith,
B.A. in public sociology in ’10
M.A. in public sociology in ’13

Amanda was hired as research analyst for the
Research Triangle Institute.

Kelsi Teegardin, ’13
B.A. in criminology and sociology

Kelsi is a detention officer at the
New Hanover County Detention Facility.

Josh Welker, ’13
M.A. in criminology

Josh accepted a position as a statistical analyst
with the Arizona Supreme Court.

Master of Arts in
Criminology and
Public Sociology
Leanna Attias
Janice Brewington
Regina Cline
Hillary Geen
Lacey Geyer
Lacey Hancock
Laura Harrison
Chardon Murray
Amanda C. Smith
Kristen Sumpter
Public Sociology
Justin Brantley
Ra’Nelle LeeAnna Dudley
Jon Hess
Miriah Martineau-Lopez
Sage Narbonne
Zachary Orsino
Phoebe Smith
Savannah Tilley
Emily Strain
Sociology - General
Michaela Leann Batten
Joshua Bowen
Savannah Bryson
Lauren Coffey
Keisha Cousins
Alexis Ehrlich
Andrew Giambertone
Jessica Kling
Carly Lingerfelt
Virginia O’Quinn
Callie Radford
Ericka Lynn Stone
Lauren Elizabeth Stroud
Aaron D. Tadlock
Haley Wilson
Criminology
Zachary Anderson
Brian Baker
Andrew Bartels
Dakota Bell
Bryan Benoit
Joshua Berry
Tyler Best

Gwendolyn Bigler
Kevin Brown
Kristina Brown
Dennis Burns
April Campos-Reyes
Brandon Cary
Elizabeth Cass
Mary Cheesman
Yuriel Concepcion
Tyler Connor
Katherine Couch
Larry Crews
Rachael Crocker
Michael Cruz
Daniel Cubbison
Dylan Culler
Nicholas Dowden
Samantha Duncan
Amy Earnhardt
Charles Elliott
Amanda Ennis
Chalmeta Evans
Benjamin Farkas
Christopher Felmet
Joseph Flynn
Christina Franceschini
Marika Fujimoto
Stephanie Gallaher
Cindy Galloway
Maira Garcia
Christina Geremia
Alexi Griep
Angelica Gonzalez
Mark Gundle
Nicholas Haigh
Greg Hauptman
Mar’Quieta Hayes
Tyler Hensley
Zenaida Holan
Winston Howard
Bryan Johnson
Christine Jones
Rebekah Jones
Joel Kauftheil
Melanie Kiser
Victoria Koller
Joshua Lacy
Andrew Lamping
Brandon Lane
Lauren Lonergan

Breanna Louis
Anthony Mangiameli
Lucy Marshman
Tyler McCarty
Rebecca McLendon
Mckenzie Metzger
Mckenzie Mikels
Emily Morton
John Nasuti
Nicolas Neault
Kirby Patton
Amelia Phillips
Keith Pittman
Meghan O’Donnell
Sarah Orchard
Brian Ranck
Christian Rhue
Justin Ridgeway
Jordan Robertson
Kenneth Rogoz
Ryan Rose
Gary Roush
Anna Sadler
Vanessa Sanchez
Samantha Serrano
Rachael Seward
Todd Sheeley
Casey Shue
Alexander Simon
Peter Simmons
Kourtney Smalls-Van Slyke
Catherine Smith
Casey Starbuck
Jessica Stranathan
Kyle Stolcis
Mary Tatum
Griffin Templeton
Kristi Thomas
Steven Thornton
Andrew Turner
Kara Usselman
Richard Vernon
Alyson Warren
Kelsey Webster
Klaus Werle
James Williams
Joshua Woodfox
Briana Nicole Woody
Timothy Zimmerman
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SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS
STUDENT AWARDS FALL 2013
Criminology Academic Excellence Award, Maira Dalila Garcia
Criminology Academic Excellence Award, Kelsey Star Webster
STUDENT AWARDS SPRING 2014
John H. Scalf, Jr. Outstanding Sociology
Graduate Award, Phoebe Miriah Smith
Sociology Academic Excellence Award, Savannah Rachel Bryson
Criminology Academic Excellence Award, Alexi Mae Griep
SCHOLARSHIPS
Troy Douglas Carr Scholarship Award, Travis Musselman
________________________________

Recent CAPS Graduates
Jan Brewington
Thesis title: “Parental Involvement in Public Schools”
Chair: Susan Bullers
Future plans: Hired as coordinator for the Parents as Teachers
program run by Smart Start of New Hanover County
Hilary Geen
Thesis title: “Monumental Myth Making in the New South”
Chair: Daniel Buffington
Future plans: Hired as research assistant for Credo,
a higher education consulting firm
Travis Kadylak
Thesis title: “Sociology of Screens: An Analysis of Internet Access,
Autonomy & Online Activities among Adults Age 65 & Older”
Chair: Jean-Anne Sutherland
Future plans: Seeking employment as a teacher and pursuing a Ph.D.
Lacey Hancock
Thesis title: “Veteran Employment Discrimination”
Chair: Daniel Buffington
Kristen Sumpter
Thesis title: “The American Farm: The Shift from Small Family
Farms to Agribusinesses in the United States”
Chair: Susan Bullers
Future plans: Seeking employment across the globe.
Interested in research on food systems.
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ALPHA PHI SIGMA
National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Alpha Phi Sigma, the National Criminal Justice Honor Society, invites
applications from criminal justice majors. Established in 1942, Alpha Phi
Sigma is the nationally recognized honor society for students in criminal
justice. Today, Alpha Phi Sigma has more than 280 chapters in colleges
nationwide. APS is affiliated with the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences and holds its annual meeting in conjunction with the ACJS meeting.
To become a member, undergraduate students must have completed 42
hours toward graduation and be recommended by the chapter advisor.
Undergraduate students must maintain a minimum of 3.2 overall GPA and
3.2 in the criminal justice major. Graduate students must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.4 and complete at least four courses within the criminal
justice curriculum. Members of APS are considered life members. There
is a $50 fee to join. APS members receive a pin and certificate suitable
for framing. Members also receive the society’s newsletter The Docket,
published twice yearly.
For more information, contact Carrie Buist. 910.962.2422 or buistc@uncw.edu.

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA –
The Honor Society for Sociology Majors
The department has a chapter of Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD), a nonsecret, democratic, international society of scholars dedicated to the ideal
of Anthropon Katamanthanein Diakonesein – “to investigate humanity
for the purpose of service.”
AKD seeks to acknowledge and promote excellence in scholarship in
the study of sociology, the research of social problems and social and
intellectual activities that will lead to the improvement of the human
condition. AKD was founded in 1920 at the University of Southern
California by Emory S. Borgardus, professor of sociology.
There are active chapters of AKD at more than 500 colleges and
universities, and AKD has more than 50,000 lifetime members. The UNCW
chapter inducted its charter members in spring semester of 1980. Since
then, more than 140 sociology majors have become members. To be
eligible for membership in the UNCW chapter, students must meet or
exceed the following requirements:
• Be an official declared sociology major
• Have junior or senior standing (62 or more credit hours
passed, including transfer credits)
• Have an overall grade point average of 3.00 or better
• Have completed four or more sociology courses with a
grade point average of 3.00 or better in sociology courses

The initiation fee for life membership is $40. Membership in Alpha Kappa
Delta is considered an honor and is appropriate for inclusion on one’s
resume. Each initiate receives a certificate of membership, as well as
one-year subscription to Sociological Inquiry, the official journal of AKD.
Rob Miller, who founded the chapter, and Stephen McNamee, are faculty
co-sponsors.
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Sociology Student Participates
in SNAP Challenge

Graduate Student Receives
Award for Thesis
By Kristen Sumpter, ’14 MA

My name is Savannah Bryson, and I graduated in May from UNCW with
a B.A. in English and a B.A. in sociology. I was encouraged by Jill Waity
in two of her classes on poverty and the community to take the SNAP
challenge for five days. For my first challenge, I budgeted for each day
rather than for each meal and stayed within the allotted budget of
$4.50 per day (the national average for SNAP benefits). For my second
challenge, I stayed within the North Carolina budget of $1.35 per meal,
so my budgeting skills were tested even further.
During my first challenge, I had to change my diet in both nutrition and
portion levels. I started by cutting out fresh fruits and vegetables, as these
are often the most expensive to buy unless they are bought canned.
I had to rely on breads, pastas and canned meat for sustenance rather
than nutritional value. Boxed or processed meals were the basis for
dinner, the largest meal. Because I also cut out snacking, these meals
had to last longer. However, I also attempted to save leftovers so that
more expensive meals could count for two; this created a constant battle
between portion size and budget.
For my second challenge, I calculated the cost of each meal as I would
normally eat. I found that my breakfasts and lunches at normal type and
level of consumption met the SNAP allowance of $1.35 per meal. In fact,
the change left over from the first two meals could have potentially been
put toward my dinner budget. However, for the sake of the exercise, I
adjusted my dinner menu and portion sizes again to fit the new meal
budget. Budgeting for this challenge was more complicated than the first,
and I met similar obstacles in terms of the elimination of more nutritious
options as well as the balance between portions and budget.
Although my budget for both challenges was slightly different, I experienced similar physical and mental symptoms from my brief change
in diet. I found that it was more difficult to get up in the morning and I
experienced fatigue more quickly when exercising. Mentally, it was harder
for me to focus in classes and while doing schoolwork outside of class.
While I was never uncomfortably hungry, I was never completely full. The
stress I experienced in budgeting just for a single person was piled on top
of everyday worries.

In April, I was awarded the Himes Outstanding Graduate Student Paper
Award at the annual North Carolina Sociological Association Conference in
Charlotte. I received the award for the submission of my paper titled, “The
American Farm: The Shift from Small Family Farms to Agribusinesses in
the United States from 1933 until the Present,” which historically
analyzed the economic and political shift towards the domination of
agribusinesses in the U.S. and constructed five agricultural policy eras
based on the interpretations of elite and framing theory. Together, the
two theories provide a sociological foundation when envisioning how
powerfully elite individuals have influenced the decisions of and their
relationship with multinational food corporations. It is my hope that this
paper will be beneficial for public sociologists and the community that
have an interest in food systems.
ABSTRACT
Contemporary agriculture within the United States has transformed since
the early 20th century and emphasis has now been placed on the growing
sector of agribusiness while small family farms have dwindled in number.
The application of both elite theory and framing theory can help explain
this phenomenon. The two concepts provide a sociological foundation when analyzing how powerfully elite individuals can influence the
decisions of multinational food corporations. In addition, the formation of
five historical eras are introduced, which include the following periods of
change: the enactment of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, the appointments of both secretaries of agriculture Ezra Benson and Earl Butz, the
1980s farm crisis, and the enactment of the 1996 farm bill. The theoretical foundation of elite and framing theory, when coupled with the five eras
of United States agriculture, depicts a historical shift from small family
farms to agribusinesses.

This stress was minimal compared to that of those who rely on SNAP
experience over the course of the months or years, especially those
who are working and have children. Although the SNAP challenge is a
simplified experience, the goal is not so much to experience “true” food
insecurity as it is to gain insight into what an average day could be like
for those who lack proper access to nutritious food (as each situation
is different, a “true” experience is impossible to attain). I was able to
understand what it might be like to experience food insecurity in New
Hanover County. While New Hanover County and surrounding areas have
many programs in place to fight food insecurity, it continues to restrict
the quality of life for many people, particularly in low-income areas. The
purpose of this challenge is to raise the awareness levels of those who
participate, especially those who may be unaware of the issue or extent
of food insecurity. The challenge serves as motivation for empathy rather
than insight, and in some people, the resulting compassion can be an
even more powerful tool for progress.
Kristen Sumpter presented her award winning research at the
UNCW Research and Creativity Showcase.
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Couch and McCarty Graduate
with Honors
Katherine Couch and Tyler McCarty successfully completed and
defended departmental honors theses and graduated with honors
this spring. They received honors medallions at the annual Honors
College breakfast celebrating these achievements, which they donned
the next day at their graduation ceremonies at Trask Coliseum (college)
and Warwick Center (department).
Couch’s honors thesis involved an analysis of human trafficking
interventions in North Carolina and Sweden. Her thesis committee
included Mike Maume, thesis supervisor; Carrie Buist, Randy LaGrange,
and Jane Fox, nursing.
McCarty’s thesis, “K9 Dogs: A Vital Tool for Law Enforcement
Professionals,” involved a survey of police chiefs and sheriffs
throughout the state. His thesis committee included Maume, thesis
supervisor; Buist, LaGrange, Michele Britt, English; and George Zervos,
philosophy. Post-graduation plans for Couch include an internship with
the FBI field office in Charlotte. McCarty will be enrolling in the UNCW
M.A. program in sociology and criminology this fall. Congratulations
Kate and Tyler!
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Public Sociology
and Criminology
in the Media
This past year, the work of our
faculty and graduate students
often made the news. Check out
the “News and Events” section
on our department Web page
for a complete list.
www.uncw.edu/soccrm/news.html

UNCW graduate students Regina Cline,
Donnielle Christina Foster, Travis Kadylak,
Kristen Sumpter, Brian Pittman, LaQuana
Askew, Casey Errante and Sarah Williamson
enjoying the conference in Charlotte.
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Faculty Highlights
Daniel Buffington

Kim Cook

“Getting Over Richard: Teaching and Researching Race after Lewontin’s
Fallacy” Paper presented at American Sociological Association Annual Meeting
in New York City, N.Y.

(with Westervelt, S., and Maruna, S.) “The Problem of Fit: Parolees,
Exonerees, and Prisoner Reentry.” Presented at American Society of
Criminology in Atlanta, Ga.

PUBLICATIONS:

PUBLICATIONS:

“Recent Trends in Social Mobility” Class Activity published in TRAILS: Teaching
Resources and Innovations Library for Sociology. Washington, D.C.: American
Sociological Association. (http://trails.asanet.org)

(with Westervelt, S.). Life After Death Row: Exonerees’ Search for Community
and Identity. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press.

SERVICE:

Program Committee Chair, Southern Sociological Society

Chair of the Division on Women and Crime (DWC) in the American Society
of Criminology

Carrie Buist

Kristen DeVall

(with Michael O. Maume) “Teaching Sociology and Criminology Using Feature
Films about White Collar Crime.” Southern Sociological Society Annual
Meeting, Charlotte, N.C. 2014

“Applied Learning and Teaching Community (ALTC) Faculty Fellow.” UNCW,
$8,000. Fall 2013-Spring 2014.

PRESENTATIONS:

PRESENTATIONS:

(with Adrienne Trier-Bieniek) “Some of Us Have Different Bad Choices to
Make”: Analyzing the Intersections in “Orange is the New Black.” Southern
Sociological Society Annual Meeting, Charlotte, N.C. 2014
(with Tyler M. McCarty) “A Workshop on Undergraduate Student Clubs at the
University Level.” North Carolina Criminal Justice Association Annual Meeting,
Raleigh, N.C. 2014
Organizer. Roundtable: “Queer Criminology: What It Is and Why It Matters.”
American Society of Criminology Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Ga. 2013
PUBLICATIONS:

(with Codie Stone) “Transgender Victims and Offenders: Failures of the United
States Criminal Justice System and the Need for Queer Criminology.” Critical
Criminology: An International Journal. Special issue on Queer/ing Criminology.
SERVICE:

Annual Meeting Program Committee Sub-Area Chair: Sex, Gender, and
Sexuality. Area IV: Correlates of Crime and Oppression, American Society of
Criminology, 2014.
Executive Counselor, Division on Women and Crime. American Society of
Criminology.

Susan Bullers
AWARDS:

PRESENTATIONS:

SERVICE:

AWARDS/GRANTS:

(with Lanier, C.) “Swift and Sure Sanctions Probation Program Evaluation in
Michigan.” State Court Administrative Office of the Michigan Supreme Court,
$106,978. May 2014-March 2015.
(with Lanier, C.) “An Innovative Approach to Securing External Funding”
UNCW Innovation Council ($11,400) Summer 2014.
(with Lanier, C.) Grant, “Public Criminology in Action: Beyond the Walls of
the University.” Summer Pedagogy Initiative, UNCW, Center for Teaching
Excellence, $4,000. 2014.
(with Lanier, C.) Grant, “Developing a Course in Public Criminology.”
Summer Teaching Initiative, UNCW, CAS, $3,500. 2014.
(with Lanier, C.) Grant, “An Examination of Three Michigan Drug Treatment
Court Programs: Success and Recidivism.” UNCW, Charles L. Cahill Award,
$12,000. 2014.
(with Lanier, C. and Irwin, D.) Contract, “New Hanover County (Wilmington, NC)
Adult Drug Treatment Court Program Evaluation Study.” New Hanover County.
$10,398. 2014.
PRESENTATIONS:

(with Lanier, C., Godwin, Kristin, and Williamson, S.) “Drug Treatment Success
and Recidivism in a Rural Community: An Examination of Demographic,
Programmatic, and Community-Level Factors.” Poster presented at Southern
Sociological Society meeting in Charlotte, N.C.

Recipient of University of North Carolina 2014 Research Reassignment Award
for a Social Epidemiology Research Methods Pilot Study

(with Lanier, C. and Santana, S.) “Drug Treatment Court Best Practices:
Predicting Success for Female Participants” Paper presented at American
Society of Criminology in Atlanta, Ga., November 2013.

Recipient of University of North Carolina 2014 Summer Research Initiative
Award for a Social Epidemiology Research Methods Pilot Study

SERVICE:

Juvenile Crime Prevention Council (JCPC), High-risk Subcommittee.
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Leslie Hossfeld

Donna King

Appointed by Congressman Bob Etheridge to serve on the USDA StrikeForce
on Rural Economic Development Advisory Board

Panel Session. Organizer, presider and discussant. “Toward a Feminist Theory
of Letting Go”. Southeastern Women’s Studies Association (SEWSA) annual
conference. UNCW. March 28, 2014.

AWARDS:

Elected 79th President, Southern Sociological Society
GRANTS:

Food Sovereignty in Southeastern North Carolina, Z. Smith Reynolds
Foundation, $100,000
Creamer, N. (Principal Investigator), Hossfeld, L. (Co-Principal Investigator)
An Integrated Project to Enhance Food Security and Sustainability through the
Development and Evaluation of Supply Chains from Local Farmers and Fishers
to Two Large-Scale Models of Local Food Distribution (large grocery chain
and military base), $3.5 million through North Carolina State University and
subaward to UNCW.

PRESENTATIONS:

SCREENINGS:

“It’s a Girl Thing: Tween Queens and the Commodification of Girlhood.”
Association for Consumer Research (ACR) North American conference.
Chicago, Ill, October 3, 2013.
“It’s a Girl Thing: Tween Queens and the Commodification of Girlhood.”
Southern Sociological Society (SSS) annual meeting. Charlotte, N.C.
April 3, 2014.
“It’s a Girl Thing: Tween Queens and the Commodification of Girlhood.” Child
and Teen Consumption conference. Edinburgh, Scotland. April 10, 2014.

PRESENTATIONS:

SERVICE:

“Female Presidents of the Southern Sociological Society,” 77th Annual
Meetings of the Southern Sociological Society, Charlotte, N.C., April 2014.

Associate Chair, Department of Sociology & Criminology

“For Southern Sociology,” Presidential Address, 77th Annual Meetings of the
Southern Sociological Society, Charlotte, N.C. April 2014.
“Feminist Leadership in Professional Associations.” Sociologists for Women
in Society Annual Meetings, Nashville, Tenn. February.
“The Imperative of a Public Oriented Sociology” Author Meets Critics,
Rural Sociological Society Annual Meetings, New York City, August 2013.

Darrell Irwin
PUBLICATIONS:

(with Cecil Willis) “Success and Sorrow: The Paradoxical View of Crime
Control Campaigns in China” Encyclopedia of China Publishing House:
Foreign Scholars on Chinese Law.
(with Cecil Willis) “Privilege, the Party and Reform: China’s New Leadership
Confronts Corruption” Current Problems of the Penal Law and Criminology.
6th Edition. C.H. Beck.

Christy Lanier
AWARDS/GRANTS:

(with DeVall, K.) “Swift and Sure Sanctions Probation Program Evaluation in
Michigan.” State Court Administrative Office of the Michigan Supreme Court,
$106,978. May 2014-March 2015.
(with DeVall, K.) “An Innovative Approach to Securing External Funding” UNCW
Innovation Council, $11,400, Summer 2014.
(with DeVall, K.) Grant, “Public Criminology in Action: Beyond the Walls of
the University.” Summer Pedagogy Initiative, UNCW, Center for Teaching
Excellence, $4,000. 2014.
(with DeVall, K.) Grant, “Developing a course in Public Criminology.” Summer
Teaching Initiative, UNCW, CAS, $3,500. 2014.
(with DeVall, K.) Grant, “An Examination of Three Michigan Drug Treatment
Court Programs: Success and Recidivism.” UNCW, Charles L. Cahill Award,
$12,000. 2014.
(with DeVall, K. and Irwin, D.), Contract, “New Hanover County (Wilmington,
NC) Adult Drug Treatment Court Program Evaluation Study.” New Hanover
County, $10,398. 2014.
(with Anderson, S.) Grant “Integrating Applied Learning in an Online Course.”
ETEAL Supported Pedagogy Initiative, UNCW, $3,500. 2014.
PRESENTATIONS

(with DeVall, K., Godwin, Kristin, and Williamson, S.) “Drug Treatment Success
and Recidivism in a Rural Community: An Examination of Demographic,
Programmatic, and Community-Level Factors.” Poster presented at Southern
Sociological Society meeting in Charlotte, N.C.
(with DeVall, K. and Santana, S.) “Drug Treatment Court Best Practices:
Predicting Success for Female Participants” Paper presented at American
Society of Criminology in Atlanta, Ga., November 2013.
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Faculty Highlights
Diane Levy
PUBLICATIONS:

“Women-only Tourism: Agency and Control in Women’s Leisure” Sociation
Today. 11(2): Fall/Winter.

Mike Maume
PRESENTATIONS:

(with C. Buist) 2014. “Teaching Sociology and Criminology Using Feature
Films about White Collar Crime.” Southern Sociological Society, Charlotte,
N.C., April 2014.
(with C.L. Lanier and B. Pitman) “Neighborhood Correlates of Intimate Partner
Femicides (IPF’S) and non-IPF’s in North Carolina, 2006-2012.” Southern
Sociological Society, Charlotte, N.C., April 2014.
(with C.L. Lanier and B. Pitman) “Neighborhood Correlates of Homicide in
Southeastern North Carolina.” North Carolina Criminal Justice Association,
Raleigh, NC, February 2014.
(with C.L. Lanier and L. Hossfeld) “Intimate Partner Violence and Social
Isolation in Rural Southeastern NC” Poster presented at UNCW GIS Day,
November 2013.
PUBLICATIONS:

(with Kim-Godwin, Y. and Fox, J.) “Depression, Stress, and Intimate Partner
Violence among Latino Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers in Rural
Southeastern North Carolina.” Journal of Immigrant and Minority Health,
March 2014.
SERVICE:

North Carolina Criminal Justice Association President, 2013-2014,
Immediate Past President, current.
Southern Sociological Society, Program Committee member and Research
Incubator Sessions organizer for April 2014 meeting.

Jean-Anne Sutherland
PRESENTATIONS:

Author Meets Critic: Ain’t No Trust: How Bosses, Boyfriends, and Bureaucrats
Fail Low-Income Mothers and Why it Matters by Judith Levine. Southern
Sociological Association meetings. Charlotte, N.C., April 2014.
“Here’s Looking at Her: An Intersectional Analysis of Women, Power and
Feminism in Film.” Southeastern Women’s Studies Association meetings.
Wilmington, N.C., April 2014.

PUBLICATIONS:

“Book Review: Home is Where the School is: The Logic of Homeschooling and
the Emotional Labor of Mothering.” Social Forces: Advance Access Online,
January 23, 2014.
“Book Review: Mothers in Academia.” Psychology of Women Quarterly 38:
154-155.

Angie Wadsworth
PRESENTATIONS:

UNCW Faculty Panelist. “Facing the Elephant in the Room: It’s an Art Form”.
Community Conference sponsored by Lower Cape Fear Hospice and LifeCare
Center. Wilmington, N.C.
Panelist “Write Where It Hurts 2: Negotiating the Emotional Challenges of
Doing Deeply Personal Research”. Southern Sociological Society 77th Annual
Meeting. Charlotte, N.C.
“Making the Private Public: Grief in a Secular Age”. Presented at the Annual
Meeting of the Society for the Study of Social Problems. New York, N.Y.

Jill Waity
AWARDS/GRANTS:

Cahill Award for Summer Research, “The Food Assistance Landscape in
North Carolina and Access to Food Assistance,” University of North Carolina
Wilmington, $3,000.
ETEAL-Supported Pedagogy Initiative for SOC460: Sociology of Poverty
PRESENTATIONS:

“Is There a Persistent Rural-Urban Divide? Spatial Inequalities in Food
Insecurity and the Impact of the Great Recession.” Paper presented at the
Southern Sociological Society Meeting, Charlotte, N.C.
“Is There A Persistent Rural-Urban Divide? Spatial Inequities in Access to Food
Assistance Programs in Indiana.” Paper presented at the Research Innovation
and Development Grants in Economics (RIDGE) Conference, Washington, D.C.
“Food Assistance Deserts: Are There Rural-Urban Differences?”
Paper presented at the American Sociological Association Meeting,
New York, N.Y.
SERVICE:

Southern Sociological Society Committee on Sociological Practice
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Department

faculty

•

Mike S. Adams, Ph.D.
Babette Boyd, J.D.

Daniel Buffington, Ph.D.
Susan Bullers, Ph.D.
Carrie Buist, Ph.D.
Kimberly J. Cook, Ph.D.
Jacob Day, Ph.D.
Kristen Devall, Ph.D.
Leslie Hossfeld, Ph.D.
Darrell Irwin, Ph.D.
Yunus Kaya, Ph.D.
Donna L. King, Ph.D.

Giving to Sociology and Criminology
Annual or one-time gifts designated to the
department support student scholarships and
hands-on applied learning experiences, like the
WHA-UNCW Community Campus, that
prepare students for successful internships
and post-graduate careers.
Please visit www.uncw.edu/giveonline for
several ways to make a tax-deductible gift
to UNCW in support of the sociology and
criminology department.
For more information,
www.uncw.edu/annualgiving.
Or contact Kathy Parish, 910.962.3432.

Randy LaGrange, Ph.D.
Christina Lanier, Ph.D.
Diane Levy, Ph.D.
Mike Maume, Ph.D.
Stephen J. McNamee, Ph.D.
Ken Mentor, Ph.D.
John Rice, Ph.D.
Ann Rotchford-Perez, Ph.D.
Shannon Santana, Ph.D.
Lynne L. Snowden, Ph.D.
Jean-Anne Sutherland, Ph.D.
Jennifer Vanderminden, Ph.D
Angela Wadsworth, Ph.D.
Jill Waity, Ph.D.

•

Cecil L. Willis, Ph.D.

NEWSLETTER
EDITORIAL
COMMITTEE

Daniel Buffington
Carrie Buist
Kathy Parish

Phone

910.962.3432

Fax

910.962.7385

Students at the Southern
Sociological Society
conference in Charlotte.

UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA WILMINGTON
Department of Sociology and Criminology
601 South College Road
Wilmington, NC 28403-5978

Friends and
Alumni!
We’d like to hear
from you!

Please send your news to:
UNC Wilmington
Department of Sociology and Criminology
601 S. College Rd.

www.uncw.
edu/soccrm

Wilmington, NC 28403
Email: parish@uncw.edu
www.uncw.edu/soccrm
To make a donation visit:
www.uncw.edu/giveonline

Understanding
and Helping People
Phone 910.962.3432
Fax 910.962.7385

UNC Wilmington is committed to and will provide equality of educational and employment opportunity. Questions regarding program
access may be directed to the Compliance Officer, UNCW Chancellor’s Office, 910.962.3000, Fax 910.962.3483.

